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Quantum diagnosis of molecules: A method for measuring directly the Wigner function
of a molecular vibrational state
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We propose a method for measuring directly the Wigner function of a molecular vibrational state. Our
method does not involve the calculation of integral transforms, as in tomographic proposals, and is applicable
to a large class of molecular states.@S1050-2947~98!08704-6#

PACS number~s!: 33.90.1h, 03.65.Bz, 33.80.Ps, 42.50.2p
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I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of manipulating and measuring the qua
tum state of a field or a particle has a wide range of imp
cations, from testing fundamental laws of nature to better
frequency standards. The state of a quantum system is g
by its density operator, or equivalently by phase-space
tributions~quasiprobabilities!, which allow the calculation of
quantum-mechanical averages of properly ordered prod
of operators as classical-like integrals of the correspond
c-number functions@1#. Therefore, the experimental determ
nation of the density operator or of those phase-space d
butions has been a major concern since the beginning
quantum mechanics. Of special interest are those states
playing intrinsically quantum-mechanical behavior, whi
cannot be mimicked by classical distributions in phase sp
These states are important not only for their definite quan
signature, but also because some of their properties m
them specially suited to applications. This is the case,
instance, of squeezed states of light, which have been a
cated for communications and precision measurements@2#.
Progress in low-temperature techniques, ion traps, laser
bilization, cavity quantum electrodynamics, and atom
beams has led to many experiments in which particles
electromagnetic fields are prepared in intrinsically quant
states. Recent advances include the production and the
tection of energy eigenstates and squeezed states of the
ter of mass of a trapped ion@3#, of coherent superpositions o
localized mesoscopic states of either the vibrational state
trapped ion@4# or of an electromagnetic field in a cavity@5#,
and the measurement of the dynamics of molecular nuc
wave packets@6#, including the determination of quasiprob
abilities corresponding to the vibrational state of a diatom
molecule @7#. Furthermore, the density matrices and t
Wigner functions @8# corresponding to various quantu
states of motion of a trapped ion were experimentally de
mined by the NIST group@9#. From the theoretical point o
view, an important breakthrough was obtained by K. Vo
and H. Risken@10#, who showed how phase-space distrib
tions for a mode of the electromagnetic field could be o
tained from homodyne measurements made on the field
this method, the Wigner function characterizing the state
the field is obtained from a tomographic Radon transfo
applied to the probability distributions for the quadratures
571050-2947/98/57~4!/2544~6!/$15.00
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the field~marginal distributions of the Wigner function!. The
application of this procedure to determine the Wigner fun
tion of squeezed states of light has been very successfu
perimentally@11#. Other methods, also leading to the indire
determination of the Wigner function@12# or of the density
matrix @13# through measurements of auxiliary quantitie
have been proposed by several groups@14#. More recently, it
was shown that the Wigner function of an electromagne
field in a cavity or the vibrational state of a trapped ion cou
be directly measured, by a simple experimental proced
@15#, which yields a physical meaning to that phase-sp
distribution, and eliminates the need of applying integ
transforms to marginal distributions. Since this proposal
the direct measurement of the Wigner function was based
specific properties of the two systems considered, it is a n
trivial matter whether that idea could be extended to ot
systems. In this paper, we show that the Wigner function
the vibrational state of a molecule can also be directly m
sured. Our proposal is based on the same expression fo
Wigner distribution as the one in@15#. The physics is, how-
ever, quite different, the specificities of the molecular syst
playing an important role in the present scheme. Other m
ods for reconstructing the state of molecular vibrations h
been suggested in Refs.@16,17#, including the case of anhar
monic vibrations@17#.

In the next section, we introduce the Wigner function f
a molecular vibrational state, and express it in a conven
form, on which our further developments are based. In S
III, we describe the method for measuring directly t
Wigner function of a molecular vibrational state. In Sec. I
we discuss possible experimental procedures, and com
our proposal with other approaches. In Sec. V we simu
numerically a realization of the proposed method. Finally,
Sec. VI, we summarize our discussions.

II. CAHILL-GLAUBER FORM OF THE WIGNER
FUNCTION

The Wigner function was introduced in 1932 by E
Wigner @8#, who used it as a tool for calculating quantu
corrections to classical statistical mechanics. For a part
with positionq and momentump in one dimension, it may
be defined in terms of the corresponding density operato
2544 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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W~q,p!5
1

2p\E2`

1`

eipx/\K q2
x

2UrUq1
x

2L dx. ~1!

This function has the remarkable property that its integ
with respect toq yields the momentum distribution of th
particle, while the position probability density is obtained
integratingW(q,p) with respect top. Furthermore, as show
by Moyal @18#, the quantum average of a Weyl-order
~symmetric-ordered! function of the momentum and positio
operators can be expressed as a classical-like average o
corresponding classical function~in which the operators are
replaced byc numbers!, with the Wigner distribution acting
as a weight measure in phase space. In spite of these p
erties, the Wigner function is not a bonafied probability d
tribution in phase space, as expected from the fact
Heisenberg’s inequalities forbid the simultaneous meas
ment of the momentum and the position of a particle. In fa
for several states of the harmonic oscillator~including the
energy eigenstates!, W(q,p) attains negative values. Neve
theless, we will show that the Wigner function correspond
to a molecular vibrational state can be directly measured

For a harmonic oscillator, it is convenient to reexpress
Wigner function in terms of the raising and lowering ope
tors A and A†, defined by q̂5A\/2mv(A1A†), p̂5
2 iA\vm/2(A2A†), where m and v are the oscillator’s
mass and angular frequency, respectively. One gets then
Cahill-Glauber expression for the Wigner function corr
sponding to a density operatorr, for a one-dimensional har
monic oscillator@1#:

W~b,b* !52Tr@rD~b,b* !eipA†AD21~b,b* !#, ~2!

where b is a complex number characterizing an arbitra
point in phase space~and corresponding to thec-number
version of operatorA), and D(b,b* )5exp(bA†2b*A) is
the displacement operator. This operator represents the
tion of a classical force acting on the harmonic oscillator
yields the coherent stateub&, an eigenstate of the lowerin
operatorA with eigenvalueb, when applied to the harmoni
oscillator ground state@19#. The function displayed in Eq.~2!
is renormalized by the factor 2p\ with respect to the one
defined by Eq.~1!, so that*(d2b/p)W(b,b* )51, where
d2b[d(Reb)d(Imb). Note thatW(b,b* ) is real. We show
now how, with a sequence of electromagnetic pulses app
to a molecule, followed by the detection of the fluorescen
one can measure directly expression~2!, as long as the vi-
brational potential can be approximated by a harmonic o

III. DIRECT DETECTION OF THE WIGNER FUNCTION

We limit our discussion here to diatomic molecules f
simplicity ~our method can be extended to more comp
configurations!. Applicability of our method does impos
some restrictions on the states involved, although ther
still a large class of molecular levels that satisfy our requ
ments. We assume first that the potential interaction betw
the two nuclei may be approximated by a perfect o
dimensional harmonic oscillator. The oscillation direction
taken along theX axis. The equilibrium separationX0

i and
the frequencyv i depend on the electronic stateu i &. The en-
ergy states of the molecule will be denoted byuv,i &
l
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[uv&iui&, whereuv& i is the Fock state associated tov quanta
of energy \v i . The displacement of the nuclei from th
equilibrium positiondXi may be written in terms of the low
ering and raising operatorsAi andAi

† as

dXi5X2X0
i 5S \

2mv i
D 1/2

~Ai1Ai
†!, ~3!

wherem is the reduced mass of the two nuclei. When t
electronic levels change, the atoms accommodate to ano
equilibrium distance and to a different ‘‘spring constant
Therefore the vibronic Fock states associated to differ
electronic levels are related by a scale and a displacem
transformation. For example, for two electronic levelsua&
and ub&,

uv&b5S~l!D~j!uv&a , ~4!

whereS(l)5el/2(Aa
2
2Aa

†2) is the squeezing operator@2# asso-
ciated with the scaling factorl5 1

2 ln(vb /va) and D(j) is
the displacement operatorD(j)5ej(A†2A). Here j5(X0

b

2X0
a)/dxa is the displacement ofX0 in units of dxa

5A\/2mva, the position uncertainty of the vibronic groun
state associated with the electronic levelua&.

The basic level scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. Sta
ua,v& and ub,v8& are coupled by a stimulated Raman tran
tion via two classical fields. In the first part of the measu
ment process, fieldsE1 and E2 are applied, while in the
second partE2 is replaced byE3. These fields are describe
by Ek5Ek

0e2 i (Vkt2fk)1c.c., k51,2,3, and are detuned b
D from the electric dipole transitions fromua,v& and ub,v8&
to a third level uc,v9&. We denote the energies of leve
ua,0&, ub,0&, and uc,0& by Ea , Eb , andEc , respectively.
A fourth level ud& may be used eventually to probe the pop
lations of the two lower levels. The detuningD is defined by
D5(Ec2Ea)/\2V1, while va and vb are the vibrational

FIG. 1. Relevant level scheme. Raman transitions are dri
between levelsua,n& and ub,n8& by switching on fieldsE1 andE3,
and between levelsua,n& and ua,n61& by switching on instead
fieldsE1 andE2. FieldE4 may be used eventually to detect the fin
state of the molecule.
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frequencies corresponding to the electronic levelsa and b.
When the frequency difference between the two beamsE1
and E2 is tuned close to6va , there is a Rabi flopping
between levelsua,v& and ua,v61&. On the other hand, ap
plication of the two fieldsE1 and E3, with V32V1 tuned
near (Ea2Eb)/\1d, with d5vva2vvb , leads to Rabi os-
cillations between levelsua,v& and ub,v& ~Fig. 1!.

We assume thatuDu is much larger thand, the Rabi fre-
quencies associated to the dipole-allowed transitions, and
linewidths of levelsa, b, and c, and at the same time
much smaller than the transition frequencies froma andb to
other levels, so that the contribution fromc to the Rabi tran-
sition is by far the most important one. The effective Ham
tonian that describes the dynamics of these Raman tra
tions when fieldsEk and El are applied is given in the
interaction picture by@20#

H85
1

2 (
i , j ,v,v8

u i ,v&^ j ,v8uEk
0*

•OJvv8
i j

•El
0 exp$2 i @~Ei82Ej8!/\

1vv i2v8v j2Vk1V l #t2 iwkl %1H.c., ~5!

wherewkl5fk2f l andEi8 are the electronic energy leve
a and b shifted by the virtual coupling to levelc. When
fields E1 and E2 are applied, only levela is shifted, while
both a and b are shifted whenE1 and E3 are applied. The
coupling tensorOJvv8

i j can be expressed in terms of the co
plex electronic polarizability tensoraJ i j associated to the
statesi , j by

OJvv8
i j

5 i^vuaJ i j ~R!uv8& j , ~6!

whereaJ i j is given by

aJ i j ~R!52
2~q/me!

2

D\VkV l
E c i~r,R!* Pcc~r,R!d3vr ~7!

3E cc~r,R!* Pc j~r,R!d3Nr . ~8!

In this expression,c i(r,R) is the wave function of the elec
tronic level u i &, which depends on both theN-electron coor-
dinates (r) and the relative coordinates between the two
oms (R). The total electronic momentum operator
represented byP.

Let us suppose one wants to measure the Wigner func
corresponding to the vibrational density operatorrvib , the
initial state of the molecule beingr5rvib^ ua&^au. One first
applies the two fieldsE1 andE2, with V12V25va . In this
case, the electronic level does not change, and the rele
term in Eq.~5! is

H85
1

2
ua&^auE1

0*
•aJaa~R0!8•E2

0e2 iw12S \

2mva
D 1/2

Aa
†1H.c.,

~9!

where we have approximatedaJaa(R) by

aJaa~R!'aJaa~R0!1aJaa~R0!8~X2X0
a!, ~10!

the prime standing for the gradient in theX direction.
If the two fields are applied during an interval of time equ
he

-
si-

-

t-

n

nt

l

to t, the density operator rvib evolves to rvib8

5D(b)rvibD
21(b) whereD(b)5e(bAa

†
2b* Aa) is the opera-

tor that displaces a vibrational state in phase space byb5

2 iE1
0*

• aJaa(R0)8•E2
0e2 iw12(\/2mva)1/2t/2\ The ratio be-

tween the second and the first terms on the right-hand sid
Eq. ~10! is of the order of the ratio between the avera
vibrational amplitude of the nuclei and the spatial extent
the electronic wave functions@21#.

After this first step we apply the fieldsE1 and E3, with
V32V15(Ea82Eb8)/\1v(va2vb), during an interval of
time equal tot8. If the frequenciesva and vb were equal,
the transitionsua,v&⇔ub,v& ~samev) described by Eq.~5!
would be at resonance for allv. This should be approxi-
mately true as long asdv5uva2vbu is not too large~we
should have 1!t8v!v/dv). The time evolution is de-
scribed now by the effective Hamiltonian,

H85\(
v

e2 iw13f vua,v&^b,vu1H.c., ~11!

where

f v5V0^vuS~l!D~j!uv&, ~12!

and V05E1
0*

•aJab(R0)•E3
0/\. For lv,j2v!1, we may ex-

pand the coupling coefficientf v and obtain

f v5V0S 12
j2

2
~12l!~112v !2

l2

4
~v21v11!1

j4

12S 3v2

141
3

2D1O~lj4v2,l3v3,j6v3,l2j2v3! D . ~13!

We assume that the terms proportional toj4 and l2 in Eq.
~13! can be neglected~we will verify later that this is indeed
the case for the molecules to be considered, as long av
,10). Definingx5(12l)j2, and choosingxV0t85p, so
that f vt8/25V0t8/2(12j2/2)1(p/2)v, we have for the
state of the system after the second step:

r95@ ua&cos~F2pAa
†Aa/2!

1ub&sin~F2pAa
†Aa/2!]rvib8 @^aucos~F2pAa

†Aa/2!

1^busin~F2pAa
†Aa/2!#,

whereF5V0t8/2(12j2/2). From this expression we obtai
the difference in the probabilities to find the molecule in t
electronic statesua& and ub&:

Pa2Pb5cos~2F!Tr@D~b,b* !rvibD~b,b* !21eipAa
†Aa#

5cos~2F!W~2b,2b* !/2. ~14!

The above equation is the central result of this work.
shows that determination of the difference in the probab
ties of finding the molecule in statesa and b, after the de-
scribed sequence of pulses, leads to the direct measure
of the Wigner function of the vibrational state of the mo
ecule. By changing the detuningD, as well as the amplitude
and relative phases of the fieldsE1 andE2, one may probeW
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at different pointsb. In the following section, we discus
different possible experimental procedures, that may lea
the measurement ofPa2Pb .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

For eachb, the probabilitiesPa andPb may be measured
in the following way. The experiment is repeated seve
times, starting with the same initial state, and submitting
molecule to the same pulse sequence, after which one m
sures the fluorescence of the molecule. Ifua& and ub& are
both excited states, the frequency of the emitted radia
determines the state of the molecule at the end of each p
sequence. This method works even if the light detection
ficiency is poor, since experiments that lead to no count
should be discarded. This scheme should be changed,
ever, if ub& corresponds to the molecular ground state, si
if no fluorescence is seen there are now two possibilit
either the molecule was in stateub& and no light was emitted
or it was in stateua&, and the emitted light was not detecte
In this case, one applies after each cycle the fieldE4, which
resonantly saturates the transitionub&⇔ud&. This scheme,
used in recent ion trap experiments@4,9#, leads to a fluores-
cence signal if the molecule is in stateub&, while the absence
of fluorescence implies that the ion is inua& ~since for a
saturating transition the detection efficiency is close
100%!. We note that the same method can be applied w
botha andb are excited states, as long as the duration of
pulse is smaller than the corresponding lifetimes.

An important feature of the scheme here proposed is
it does not require isolating a single molecule. It could
applied to a low-density ensemble of noninteracting m
ecules, as long as they are confined to a volume m
smaller than the wavelengths of the fields involved, and t
have the same initial state~this may require orientation of th
molecular ensemble by an applied magnetic field!. In this
case, it is not necessary to repeat the pulse sequence in
to get the probabilitiesPa and Pb . Indeed, if botha andb
are excited levels, the fluorescence yields correspondin
their decays would be proportional to these probabiliti
The proportionality constants depend on the oscilla
strengths of these transitions. In practice, one may calib
the detectors so that they yield the same result independe
of whether the molecule is in statea or b. In this case, the
difference in intensities, after a single cycle, will be propo
tional to the Wigner function at2a. The proportionality
constant can be evaluated either by determining the detec
efficiency through an independent experiment, or by norm
ization of the obtained Wigner function. A similar schem
can be used ifb is the molecular ground state. In this cas
the intensity of the fluorescence resulting from the decay
level a would be directly proportional to the difference o
probabilitiesPa2Pb .

Our method would also work if the Raman processes
replaced by direct transitions. The advantage of the Ram
scheme is that it allows for an easier calibration of the eff
tive coupling constants involved. In some cases, howe
depending on the levels involved, direct transitions might
preferable.

We consider now the classes of molecules to which
method could be applied. The basic requirements are:~i! the
to
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vibrational movement should be harmonic;~ii ! the displace-
ment of the potential should be small compared to the wi
of the vibronic ground state corresponding to the initial ele
tronic level a; ~iii ! the change of the vibrational frequenc
should be small in the transitiona↔b, compared with the
inverse of the duration of the pulsesE1 andE3; and~iv! the
duration of theses pulses should span many vibratio
cycles. The first condition implies that our method is sp
cially suited to investigate lower vibrational states. On t
other hand, the second and third conditions are satisfied
many molecular transitions.

It is interesting to compare our method with the pione
work described in Ref.@7#, where a phase-space distributio
corresponding to the vibrational state of a sodium dimme
an electronic excited state is tomographically reconstruc
from measurements of the probability distributions of inte
nuclear separations as a function of time. The measurem
of the separations are obtained from the wavelength of
light emitted when the electron returns to the ground sta
The method requires both a time and a frequency gate,
plying from Fourier’s theorem that it does not yield th
Wigner function, but a blurred version of it. Because t
measurement of internuclear separations relies on the p
tion dependence of the emitted wavelength, the displacem
of the vibration potentials corresponding to the ground a
the excited states should not be small compared to the w
of the vibrational ground state, in contradistinction to t
assumption made here. Therefore, our proposal ha
complementary role with respect to the procedure dem
strated in@7#. Besides, it leads directly to the Wigner fun
tion of the vibrational state.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Possible candidates to which our method could be app
are, for instance, many transitions in alkali metal ato
dimers (Na2 , Rb2 , Cs2 , RbCs . . . ). Weconsider, as
an example, the transitions involving the levels 43Dg and
73Dg of the Na2 molecule. A thorough spectroscopic anal
sis of these levels has been recently done in Ref.@22# using
optical-optical double resonance through theA1Su

1;b3Pu

mixed levels. We use as working parameters the experim
tal results given in this reference@22#: Ra53585 Å, Rb
53567 Å,va/2p5122.9 cm21, vb/2p5121.9cm21. Using
these parameters we haveuju'0.16 andl'0.0039. The fre-
quencies of the transitionsb3Pu↔43Dg and b3Pu↔73Dg
are in the region of the visible. Values ofubu varying be-
tween 0 and 10 as well as values foruju2V0t close top may
be easily reached for pulse durations smaller than the
times of the levels involved, by changing the detuningD and
the laser intensities.

In Ref. @22# the coefficientsY2,0, Y3,0, . . . in the Dun-
ham expansion for the vibrationalv dependence in the en
ergy @21#,

Tv5(
i

Yi ,0~v11/2! i ,

were also obtained. Their values~for example,2Y20/Y10
,0.004) indicate that we may safely consider that the n
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2548 57L. DAVIDOVICH, M. ORSZAG, AND N. ZAGURY
harmonicity in the levels 43Dg and 73Dg is negligibly small
as long as we consider an average number of photons no
large.

Using these values for the parameters, we have perfor
numerical simulations of experiments, following the proc
dure discussed in this paper. In these simulations, we do
approximate the functionf v given by Eq.~12!, so that dis-
tortions of the detected distribution may occur. We have c
sidered two different types of initial vibrational states, cor
sponding to either a coherent state or a Fock state. As
expect the difference between our results and the
Wigner functions are very small for the coherent state.
example, ifv̄55 the relative error is always less than 0.5
in the region wereW(b,b* ) is greater than 0.01. When w
have strongly nonclassical states like number states thes
rors may increase in certain regions of phase space. In F
we show the functionW8(b,b* ) obtained by our simulation
together with the true Wigner functionW(b,b* ), when the
initial vibrational state is a Fock state withv53. We also
show in this figure the differenceDW(b,b* )5W(b,b* )
2W8(b,b* ) between the true Wigner function and o
simulation. We can see that although the errors may be r
tively high in certain regions of phase space, they are lar
just in those regions where the Wigner function chan
sign. In particular, the largest absolute errors occur atb50
when the quasiprobability function obtained by simulation
equal to21.75 for v53, instead ofW(0)522. Also, the
shape of the quasiprobability function obtained by the sim
lation has undoubtedly the characteristic features of the
Wigner function throughout the region of phase space c
sidered in the simulation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a method that allows
direct measurement of the Wigner function corresponding
a vibrational state of a molecule. Our method may be app
whenever the vibrational movement is well approximated
a harmonic potential~this requires in particular lower-lying
vibrational states!, and it requires furthermore that the initia
molecular electronic level be connected via a direct or R
man transition to another electronic level such that the
placement of the vibrational potential is small compared
the width of the vibronic ground state corresponding to
initial electronic level. The change of the vibrational fr
quency should also be small compared with the reciproca
the duration of the Raman pulses, which should in any c
span many vibrational cycles. In spite of these restrictio
which give to this method a complementary aspect, with
spect to the one adopted in the experiment reported in
@7#, there are yet many situations in which this method co
be useful. It should be well suited, in particular, for analy
ing vibrational states associated to highly excited Rydb
electronic levels. We have demonstrated that, even fo
highly nonclassical vibrational state of the Na2 molecule, the
method still leads to a rather accurate determination of
corresponding Wigner function.

Either molecular beams or cells could be used for
implementation of the present proposal. We note, in part
lar, that recent developments in atomic traps have led to
oo
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possibility of trapping molecules, specially paramagne
ones@23#. Our method could be specially suited for the i
vestigation of vibrational states of these trapped molecul

FIG. 2. Simulation of an experiment to measure a vibratio
Fock state withv53: ~a! the functionW8(b,b* ) obtained in the
simulation;~b! the true Wigner functionW(b,b* ); ~c! the differ-
enceW(b,b* )2W8(b,b* ).
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